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JOURNALISM & POLITICS

Journalism covers many things

But one of its core concerns must be politics

It is politics that gives journalism its reason for 
being in terms of the purposes we have learned 
about



THE CHALLENGE OF POLITICAL REPORTING
How to cover the major people, 
events, proposals of politics?

In a way that is fair, and informs 
citizens of the political society 
they live in?

Especially when journalists are 
under intense scrutiny for “bias”



POWER OF THE PRESS
Politicians need news coverage to reach citizens

Even with Twitter, most citizens are not paying attention to direct 
forms of communication

This gives the portrayals of politicians in the press power

Good news organizations take this power seriously; and 
politicians worry a great deal about how they are covered



MEDIA POLITICS

Media as primary site of political conflict

Different perspectives compete to shape how 
political issues are portrayed (strategic 
communication)

Journalists are caught in the middle

“Mediatization” of politics



HOW POLITICAL COVERAGE WORKS
On the campaign: “Press pools”

White House Press Corps

“Information subsidies”

Polling 

The permanent campaign



PRESS POOL

Reporters who travel together to cover a candidate

Cooperate on stories

“Inside” access to candidate

The Boys on the Bus



WHITE HOUSE PRESS CORPS



PRESS CORPS & BRIEFINGS

White House press briefings 

Hosted by the Press Secretary
Attended by the press corps

Press secretary makes statements, press asks 
questions

(Essentially a regularized press conference)





INFORMATION SUBSIDIES

Information packages provided to news media to 
shape coverage

A form of strategic communication
Might be in the form of access, an event, a product 
(like a report)

Examples:

Press conferences

Interviews 

White House briefings

Press Corps offices in White House West Wing



DECIDING WHAT TO COVER
A major exercise in the power of the press

Agenda setting



MCCOMBS & SHAW, 1972

Analysis of 1968 presidential campaign

What did news media cover?

To what extent did different news media choose to 
cover the same things?

To what extent did the news media “set the agenda” 
of what the public thought was important?









MCCOMBS & SHAW FINDINGS

1. News media covered the ongoing events of the 
campaign much more than the “issues”

2. Different news media agreed to a great extent on 
what was most important to cover

3. What was covered in the news media was 
highly aligned with what the public thought 
was important



DECIDING WHAT TO COVER IN THE 2016 
PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIES
Was Trump covered “too much” by the press in the 
Republican primary?

Special problem of primaries: 17 Republican 
candidates

How should the press allocate attention? What 
would be fair?



THOMAS PATTERSON

https://shorensteincenter.org/pre-primary-news-coverage-2016-trump-clinton-sanders/



HOW THE PRESS ALLOCATES 
ATTENTION EARLY IN A PRIMARY

1) Poll standing: how much support do you have?

1) A chicken-and-egg problem for campaigns:
2) Without poll standing, news is unlikely to cover 

you
3) Without news coverage, how will you rise in the 

polls?
4) (A form of polls making reality)

2) How much money can you raise?

1) Signal of institutional/elite support



INEQUALITY OF PRESS ATTENTION





DEBATE

Did Trump “deserve” the early coverage he got?

One study of newspapers in the Fall of 2015 found 
Trump received 54% of mentions of all candidate, 
while his poll numbers were in the mid-30s



SIDES & LEETARU:

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/06/24/a-deep-dive-into-the-news-medias-role-in-the-rise-of-donald-j-
trump/?tid=a_inl&utm_term=.7017174be508



https://shorensteincenter.org/news-coverage-2016-presidential-primaries/



“HORSERACE” COVERAGE

Criticism that news organizations tend to spend 
most of their time talking about who is ahead in 
the race, not what the qualities of the candidates 
are or important issues

Thomas Patterson:

Trump’s coverage in the primaries was not mostly 
negative; instead, it often noted how surprisingly 
well he was doing in polls



PRE-PRIMARY COVERAGE



WHY WOULD THE PRESS GRANT 
TRUMP “TOO MUCH” COVERAGE?
1) He was great for business

Jeff Zucker, CNN Worldwide President, on ratings: 
“These numbers are crazy—crazy.”

Leslie Moonves, President and CEO of CBS: “It 
may not be good for America, but it’s damn good 
for CBS.”

Another way of putting this: It’s what the public 
wanted to see 



2. Trump offered great public relations

Constant information subsidies:

Big rallies with lots of colorful people

Call-ins to news organizations’ shows





2. Trump offered great public relations

Constant information subsidies:

Big rallies with lots of colorful people

Call-ins to news organizations’ shows

Lively social media

Outrageous statements



REASON #3

Much of the press didn’t take Trump seriously

As a result, they did not always apply the same rules to 
him that they did to other candidates



CLINTON RECEIVED THE MOST NEGATIVE 
COVERAGE IN THE PRIMARIES

http://www.vox.com/2016/4/15/11410160/hillary-clinton-media-bernie-sanders



WHAT DOES TRUMP’S CANDIDACY 
REVEAL ABOUT POLITICAL COVERAGE?

1) It is obsessed with ratings

1) A consequence of an overwhelmingly for-profit media system
2) Enhanced by digital-era audience metrics

2) It has news values that are somewhat predictable

1) Trump understands what makes news
2) Press tends to follow the latest events and not pursue deeper 

exploration of major issues (episodic, not thematic coverage)
3) Washington press is out of touch with many Americans

1) Failed to understand why Trump’s message could resonate with 
millions of Americans

4) Many Americans do not care what the press say, and don’t trust the press

1) This trend is especially strong on the political right




